
Player  # Shots FT F RB Comment 
Alex  5 Did Play 

Brandon 11 1 of 6 
2 pts  

0-2 4 8 Solid game,  take your time on your 
shots.  We need you in the game, 
control your fouling and continue 

playing solid defense . I need a floor 
leader. Have to get to the basket and 

to the foul line .  

Brody 
 

3 3 of 5  
6 pts 

X x 3 Solid game, have to take more shots, 
have to be more aggressive on 
offense.  Passing most be more 
accurate.  The closer to the goal 

easier to score. Have to get to the 
basket and to the foul line .  

Evan 2 1 of 4 
2 pts 

X 3 10 Very solid game, Little big Man hit 
those boards,  aggressive on 

defense.  Have to get to the basket 
and to the foul line .  

Jackson 
 

12 0 – 3  X 9 Handle your position great. Take 
your time when you rebound and 

get it out to a ball handler . 
Remember don’t move pass. 

Kaiden 1 1 of 2 
2 pts  

X X 3 I like your aggressive play. But you 
have to go at a pace under control.. 
And you will be a force to be recon 
with.  Fearless . You have the green 

light but you can’t get a ticket.  

Liam  4 0 for 4  x x 12 Solid game, keep shooting it will fall. 
Excellent job on the boards and 

defense.  
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12 Cobra’s…..20 Bulldogs  (L)   

Things We need to do: 

Offense 
1. Attack the basket more 

2. See the open man when   

         being doubled team 

3. Take our time on shots under  basket. 

4. Take care of the ball with passing  

5. Set up in your offense pass/move 

6. Control  unforced turnovers 

Things We need to do: 

Defense  
1. Protect  the basket  

2. Put a hand in shooters face   

3. Continue to control the boards 

4. Take care of the ball with passing 

5. Learn Man-to-Man defense  

6. We have to capitalize on our steals 


